Mathematics
In Maths, Year 6 will be exploring
number and place value and will
compare, order and round numbers
up to ten million. We will also
develop our fluency, problem solving
and reasoning skills within the four
operations and challenge our
learning even further!

Computing
We will learn about micro:bits and
study a range of toys using inputs
and outputs. We will use coding to
create a program to play music.
History
Yr 6 will begin by delving into the
causes of WWII. We will investigate
the war’s impact on Britain and
countries around the world. We will
use a range of sources to deduce
information, focusing on
propaganda and the social context.
RE
We will learn about Judaism and
understand the practices and the
importance of the home in Jewish
life.

Britain, Bombs and
the Blitz
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English
In English, we will focus on a range of
text types to support our learning.
We will begin by writing to persuade
others to take up a new sport. We will
also explore writing a character flaw
story focusing on a moral message.
Our class text is Letters from the
lighthouse.
PE

Science
Our science topic is ‘classification’.
We will explore how living things are
classified and look at broad groups.
We will focus on the characteristics
based on similarities and differences
of plants, animals including
microorganisms.

Art
In art, our focus will be painting. We
will develop our painting skills,
combining line and colour to create
original pieces that show a range of
influences and styles – John Piper

Our focus will be games and dance. In
games we will develop our skills in Rugby
and Football to combine our techniques
in a game situation. In dance we will
explore dances pre and during WW2
and create an interpretation.

PSHE
In PSHE, we will focus on health and
wellbeing. We will be developing strategies
for understanding, managing and controlling
strong feelings and negative pressures. We
will also learn about the cyclical nature of life
and death. We will understand the need for
empathy when peers are experiencing
conflict.

Music
This half term, we will learn to sing in
harmony and hold a part in a round.
Our main song is focused around
‘Happy’

